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TOPSIDE ENAMEL
EZ

EZ-POXY® is a modern one-part polyurethane topside and deck enamel
improved by the addition of silicone for a brilliant shine and easy brush-ability.
Its advanced ultraviolet ﬁlters enhance the superior gloss retention and
durability of polyurethane. The result is a topside ﬁnish that’s exceptionally easy
to apply, producing a lasting gelcoat-like brilliance with minimal effort. It is more
economical, requires less effort and is more forgiving than the competition’s.

EZ
The EZ PRODUCT FAMILY was developed over
the course of many years, based on proven technology
and focused on providing the simplest solutions to
complex reﬁnishing problems. Each EZ product is
project-speciﬁc, provides exceptional value, and is
geared towards turning DIY’s into Pros!

Featuring easy application, less solvent smell, fewer coats to get the job done,
and competitively priced, EZ-Poxy is the go-to choice for boaters all over. Give
your vessel the best in protection without the extra hassle.

WHITE - 3175

PLATINUM - 3711

SEMI-GLOSS WHITE - 3106

EZ

EZ-POXY PERFORMANCE ENHANCER 3021 is an additive that

can be used in all Pettit high-gloss solvent-based topside paints and varnishes. Its
advanced formulation reacts with the paint it is mixed in with, providing exceptional
durability, gloss, hardness, gloss-retention, scratch resistance, and longevity. Unlike
other two-part urethanes, paints catalyzed with this hardener can be applied over well
adhered one-part ﬁnishes.

ELECTRIC SAPPHIRE BLUE - 3237

COMPATIBLE WITH
EZ-POXY

EZ-DECKS

EZ-BILGE

EZ-PRIME

BIKINI BLUE - 3229

SEAFOAM GREEN - 3333

BLACK - 3801

BLUE ICE - 3212

ADDITIONAL EZ-POXY COLORS

OCEAN BLUE - 3248

MEDITERRANEAN WHITE - 3184

FIRE RED - 3624

HATTERAS OFF WHITE - 3108

SANDTONE - 3518

KELLY GREEN - 3350

JADE GREEN - 3348

SEATTLE GRAY - 3715

GRAND BANKS BEIGE - 3520

FIGHTING LADY YELLOW - 3456

HATTERAS CREAM - 3208

STEEL GRAY - 3720

DULL DEAD GRASS - 3303

BURGUNDY - 3626

SPECIFIC DUTY TOPSIDES
EZ

EZ-DECKS is a super-tough polyurethane non-skid performance deck ﬁnish

containing a polypropylene grit that produces a slip-resistant ﬁnish on all decks and
cabin soles. The durable weather resistant ﬁnish resists long term abrasion and
abuse. It’s loaded with ultraviolet ﬁlters to ﬁght against fading while offering superior
color retention that will stay vibrant for years to come without worry of peeling or
cracking. Compatible with EZ-Poxy Performance Enhancer 3021.

WHITE - 3127

EZ

PLATINUM - 3129

EZ-BILGE is a durable, high-performance alkyd ﬁnish specially formulated to
withstand the abuses associated with boat bilges. The hard-wearing ﬁnish is resistant
to antifreeze, grease, gasoline, diesel fuel, and engine oil. Its tough resilient surface
will stand up to years of abrasion and wear. EZ-Bilge utilizes a high-solids formula
that is easy to apply by brush, roller or spray.
Compatible with EZ-Poxy Performance Enhancer 3021.

WHITE - 3124

EZ

OFF WHITE - 3128

BILGE GRAY - 3125

EZ-CABINCOAT is a high-performance, water-based paint specially

formulated for areas such as cabins, that are prone to moisture. A super-tough ﬁnish
provides a moisture resistant, mold & mildew proof surface that will stay
good-looking for years. EZ-CabinCoat provides excellent adhesion to most glossy
and hard-to-paint surfaces without the need for sanding. Easy application, with soap
and water clean-up.

WHITE - 3121

EZ

EZ FABRICOAT™ is a great way to reﬁnish stained, faded or blemished fabric
and vinyl on your boat. Give your boat new life and keep it looking its best with EZ
Fabricoat. Offered in a selection of colors.

GLOSS WHITE - 3003

SATIN GRAY - 3005

SATIN DARK GRAY - 3006

FLAT BLACK - 3002

GLOSS BLACK - 3001

SATIN DARK KHAKI - 3004

PREP & CONDITIONING PRODUCTS
ANCHORTECH™ UV RESISTANT ADHESIVE SEALANT 6010

stays ﬂexible to withstand joint expansion and contraction caused by weather and
temperature ﬂuctuations. With a 100% waterproof seal, it won’t shrink, crack, yellow,
crumble or break down. This product can be applied to wet surfaces and in low
temperatures. It dries fast so it’s rain and paint ready in one hour. It guns out easily, tools
smoothly, is low in odor and is VOC compliant.

WHITE

EZ

EZ-TEX 7100 is an easy to use epoxy repair compound where a high strength,
waterproof, permanent repair is needed. This unique formula creates a tenacious
bond to most surfaces. Its buttery consistency will not sag or shrink and is excellent
for ﬁlling cracks, gouges and voids. A 1:1 ratio makes mixing easy. EZ-Tex can be
sanded, drilled, tapped, screwed and painted once cured.

EZ

EZ-WOOD SEALER 2018 is used to seal all types of raw wood prior to

painting and varnishing. The sealer acts as a moisture barrier layer to prevent
peeling and excessive absorption of vehicle from topside primers, paints or
varnishes. It uniformly seals and satisﬁes the absorbancy of all woods including teak
and mahogany.

EZ

EZ-FAIR EPOXY FAIRING COMPOUND 7050

is a lightweight, two-part epoxy putty designed for ﬁlling and smoothing surface
imperfections above and below the waterline. The special resins used in EZ-Fair
impart a high degree of water and chemical resistance to the product, making it an
integral part of the Pettit Gelcoat Blister Repair System. In addition, EZ-Fair is the
product of choice for fairing metal keels or any underwater surface. Available in can
kits or a unique self-measuring cartridge dispenser.

BIO-BLUE DEWAXER 92 is a powerful blend of cleaning agents and silica
grit that de-waxes, etches, cleans, and prepares bare ﬁberglass for painting,
regardless of the boat’s age. This solvent-free product is designed to provide an easy
and trouble-free method of removing unwanted contaminants, grease, wax, dirt and
mold release agents from ﬁberglass surfaces prior to painting.

PREP & CONDITIONING PRODUCTS
EZ

EZ-PRIME is a multi-purpose primer designed for use as a base coat whenever
the surface to be painted is aged, cracked, checked, pitted or in any way less than
smooth. It can be applied to ﬁberglass, wood, properly etched metal and previously
painted surfaces. EZ-Prime ﬁlls imperfections, dries quickly, and is easy to sand.
Compatible with EZ-Poxy Performance Enhancer 3021.
WHITE - 6149

RUSTLOK STEEL PRIMER 6980 is an easy to apply, moisture and

corrosion proof primer for use on all cast iron and steel surfaces, including
galvanized and stainless. Its water impervious barrier offers excellent adhesion and
corrosion protection even over rusted surfaces. Recommended anytime an easy to
apply, anti-corrrosive barrier coat is desired.

EZ

EZ SPEED STRIP™ 125

is a powerful chemical stripper
that is effective against a wide
variety of marine coatings and is
safe for gelcoat. Its gel consistency
allows it to work on horizontal
AND vertical surfaces without
dripping or sagging.

120 THINNER is the
general-purpose thinner
recommended for thinning
and cleaning up most EZ
Products.
9900 SKIDLESS COMPOUND
creates a non-slip surface.

ALUMAPROTECT 4400/4401 is a 2-part strontium chromate
primer designed to form the ideal barrier coat over roughed bare aluminum.
AlumaProtect provides maximum resistance to fresh or salt water, thus
eliminating corrosion. Intended to be used as a primary coat over bare
aluminum hulls and outdrives.

800-221-4466
WWW.PETTITPAINT.COM
Note: All swatch colors shown in this brochure are approximations of the actual paint color in the can.

